A comparative study of the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in metals within the single-band Hubbard model on the face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice using both mean-field (Stoner) approximation (MFA) and dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) is done. The MCE is investigated in the case of second order magnetic phase transition from ferromagnet to paramagnet. To ensure presence of itinerant ferromagnetism in the Hubbard model the special case of spectrum parameters generating giant van Hove singularity at the bottom of the band is considered, while the Fermi level E f is in the vinicity of the band bottom. To compare MCE within MFA and DMFT temperature dependence of magnetization, total energy and finally entropy for a set of Coulomb interactions U at zero and finite values of magnetic field h for both methods were performed. Also one of the MCE potentials, isothermal entropy change, as a function of temperature ∆S (T ) for both MFA and DMFT is calculated. In the MFA, the expected maximum value of ∆S (T ) at the Curie temperature T C (∆S max ) quite significantly decreases while U grows. Similar but much weaker decreasing of ∆S max is found for DMFT results. The account of local quantum fluctuations results in larger values of ∆S max within DMFT than within MFA. A peak width of ∆S (T ) at half height is approximately the same for both methods. Another effect of DMFT local quantum fluctuations is the destruction of anomalous Curie temperature T C dependence on U present in MFA, which is invoked by an effect of giant van Hove singularity. However the relative cooling power (RCP) is very close in DMFT and MFA for the same model parameters and goes down upon U increase.
Introduction
The investigation of the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) accumulates a huge amount of experimental data (see reviews [1] [2] [3] ). Theoretical approaches to the study of MCE are described in the review [4] . Appropriate materials for using as a working body for magnetic cooling are discussed in Refs. [5, 6] . Application of the MCE in medicine is reviewed in Ref. [7] .
In our group, a series of articles on theoretical investigation of the MCE was carried out. In particular, MCE was investigated for Heisenberg model within mean-field and random phase approximations [8] . MCE in presence of different types of anisotropy for antiferromagnets [9, 10] and paramagnets with non-Kramers ions [11] and Van Vleck paramagnet [12] and Ising ferromagnet [13] was investigated. Also MCE for some exotic systems was studied [14] .
Single-band Hubbard model in presence of magnetic field has a Hamiltonian 
† iσ /c iσ is electron creation/annihilation operator, σ is spin projection, U is local Coulomb interaction parameter, t i j = −t(t ) for nearest (next-nearest) neighbor hopping transfer integral. Recently investigation of of MCE for the Hubbard model within the mean-field (Stoner) approximation (MFA) for the second [15] and first [16] order magnetic phase transitions was carried out. Next natural step is to take into account the electron-electronic correlations more accurately within dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [17] .
In this paper we present MCE isothermal entropy change ∆S as a function of temperature and on-site Coulomb interaction U obtained for single-band Hubbard model within DMFT in comparison with mean-field (Stoner) approximation. In section 2 we present the technique for calculation of the isothermal entropy change ∆S within the DMFT framework. In section 3 technical details are presented. Further, in section 4 DMFT and MFA results of ∆S calculation are discussed.
Entropy calculation technique
To calculate isothermal entropy change ∆S within MCE we start with definition of total energy of N site lattice interacting system:
where E N is total energy, P is a pressure, V is a volume, T is a temperature, N is a number of electrons, µ is a chemical potential and S N is an entropy. For the total energy per one site E = E N /N one can write
where v is unit cell volume, n is an occupancy. In case n and v are constants the entropy per one site
After integration over temperature in the interval (T , ∞), one can obtain the entropy as a function of temperature
The entropy at infinite temperature S (∞) (Entropy of Fermi gas) should be obtained as:
where K is the site capacity (for single-band model K = 2). General exact expression for total energy of electron system with pair interaction for the single-orbital case in presence of magnetic field h is [18] :
where ε k is a bare electron spectrum, ω n is fermionic Matsubara frequency, Σ kσ (iω n ) is an electron self-energy,
It is well known that within infinite dimensions limit the self-energy in DMFT becomes k-independent Σ kσ → Σ σ [17] . So one can perform summation over k in (7) in case ε k is excluded from (7). We rewrite the Eq. (7) E(T ) =T
For fcc lattice the relation t = t/2 results in the occurrence of giant van Hove singularity of density of states (DOS) of bare electron spectrum at the bottom of the band.
In the limit d = ∞ there appears a scaling relation of hopping integral, which for fcc lattice is t = t * /( √ 2d) [19] (t * is constant). Within DMFT approximation it is natural to take DOS
where E is one-electron level energy in units of t * and
Here θ(x) stands for Heaviside step function. We express the local Green function as
through the electron DOS ρ(E). Here and below we measure the energy and related quantities in units of t * . Strong asymmetry of the DOS ensures that the Stoner criterion for the second-order paramagnet-ferromagnet magnetic phase transition (Uρ(E f ) > 1) is fulfilled. The existence of itinerant ferromagnetism of the Hubbard model was in details discussed in a number of papers [19] [20] [21] (also see reference therein).
Finally, analytic expression for bare DOS (10) allows one to integrate over the energy in (11). Thus we obtain
where Erfi is the imaginary error function and
Technical details
The MFA calculations here were carried out as described in our earlier work [15] . For the DMFT calculations we employed the CT-QMC impurity solver [22] [23] [24] [25] . The DMFT(CT-QMC) computations were done at MonteCarlo sweeps from 10 5 to 10 7 depending on the chosen temperature. Convergence accuracy of DMFT calculation of occupancy is 10 −4 , of total energy is 10 −5 and of magnetization is 10 −4 . Both DMFT and MFA calculations are done at occupancy value n = 0.6.
To test correctness of our DMFT entropy calculation using equations (5), (6) and (8) we considered the singleband Hubbard model case on the symmetric bare Bethe lattice and have obtained identical results with ones published before [17, 26] .
Results and discussion
Since MCE has its strongest manifestation at magnetic phase transition, first of all one should precisely define the value of Curie temperature T C for both MFA and DMFT.
Since it is numerically difficult to get down to zero M in the ferromagnetic phase with increase of temperature with required accuracy, the Curie temperature is determined using analytical magnetization behavior near the critical temperature M ∼ √ T − T C for the second order phase transition. Solid lines of figure 1(a) show the magnetization obtained within DMFT for single-band Hubbard model with infinite-dimensional fcc lattice for different U values. The T C values correspond to the point where M 2 linearly goes to zero. To find it M 2 is fitted with least square method to a linear function as plotted in Figure 1(b) . One can see that with an equal step increase in value of the Coulomb interaction, the T C values for different U become closer to each other for DMFT. Corresponding curve T C versus U is shown in Fig. 2(a) Let's compare DMFT results for magnetic moment and T C with an MFA solution (see Fig. 1(c) ). For the MFA case T C can be obtained directly from M curve since numerical accuracy that can be achieved for the MFA calculations is orders of magnitude better than for DMFT. Immediately one can notice that MFA T C values are order of magnitude larger than those for DMFT. It corresponds to the well known fact that MFA strongly overestimates T C . In the case of MFA T C linearly depends on value of the Coulomb interaction U (see Fig. 2(b) ) which is not typical behaviour (square root at moderate U and constant at very large U [27] ) and caused by the vicinity of Fermi level to giant van Hove singularity of DOS at the bottom of the band breaking the applicability of low temperature Sommerfeld expansion. Within the DMFT the quantum fluctuation weakens the influence of van Hove singularity and the Curie temperature dependence is square root like. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) ). The value of entropy corresponding to the kink grows up with increase of U value for DMFT and MFA. However the entropy above T C for the DMFT is different for different U values while for the MFA solution paramagnetic S goes along the same line. At T = 0.91 the value of DMFT calculated entropy is already very close to the S (∞) obtained from Eq. (5) while MFA for that requires much higher temperatures. For the finite magnetic field (h = 0.001, dashed lines on Fig. 3(a,b) ) value of S is less than for h = 0 and kink in entropy is smeared out.
In Figure 4 one of the MCE potentials, isothermal entropy change ∆S (T ), under magnetic field change ∆h = h = 0.001 obtained from DMFT (solid lines) and MFA (dashed lines) results of Fig. 3 is shown. For both methods maximum value of ∆S (T ) (∆S max ) is observed at the Curie temperature T C . In the MFA ∆S max quite significantly decreases as U grows [15] . Similar but much weaker decrease of ∆S max is found for DMFT results. For DMFT case at U=5, 6 and 7 ∆S max practically does not depend on T . Let us note that for DMFT ∆S max is slightly larger than for MFA. A peak width of ∆S (T ) at half height is approximately the same for both methods.
We have also estimated the relative cooling power (RCP) given by:
where δT FWHM is the full-width at half maximum of ∆S max versus temperature, to evaluate the magnetic cooling efficiency. The RCP values correspond to the amount of heat transferred between the cold and hot sides in an ideal refrigeration cycle. Despite ∆S max is bigger in DMFT than in MFA the RCP values for the same U are very close to each other and decay while U grows. 
Conclusion
In this paper we reported a comparative study of MCE within mean-field (Stoner) approximation (MFA) and within dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) for partially filled single-band Hubbard model on infinite-dimensional face-centered cubic lattice. To this end MFA and DMFT calculations of temperature dependence of magnetization, total energy and finally entropy for a set of Coulomb interactions U at zero and finite values of magnetic field h were performed. As expected DMFT corrects Curie temperature values compared to MFA. We have found that despite entropy as a function of temperature has some differences between DMFT and MFA the MCE entropy change ∆S (T ) has quite similar behavior for both methods. We believe that it could be explained by the fact that DMFT is a mean-field theory for magnetization for the case of second order magnetic phase transition [28] . A qualitative difference of the results of these approximations is suppression of the influence of van Hove singularity of DOS onto thermodynamic properties by local quantum fluctuations, which restores square-root-like dependence of T C on U. This also explains the dramatic difference of value of T C within these approximations. Direct comparison of DMFT and MFA ∆S (T ) shows that ∆S max is 2-4 times higher in DMFT than in MFA while width of ∆S (T ) is approximately the same. However relative cooling power (RCP) for the same model parameters is very similar for DMFT solution and MFA one and decreases while U grows.
